Conference Proposal: Can Law Accept Its Limits?: The Challenge and Risk of Allowing Agape a Role in the Law

Linda Ross Meyer

Agape in its early use and etymology suggests a receptiveness and an openness that in the New Testament usage embraces God's unconditional love for all. C.S. Lewis, in his classic account of the Four Loves, emphasizes that humans cannot achieve agape on their own; natural loves like storge (love of family), philia (friendship), and eros (romantic love) prefigure agape, but are subject to the vices of tribalism, discrimination, and obsession, respectively. Human love cannot achieve, Lewis says, the unconditional, open and receptive love that the New Testament describes, available abundantly and to all, without divine assistance.

Since Rousseau, political thinkers have asked whether a true community on earth is possible – a social union that is not the cool arms-length libertarian society of formally equal but unconnected individuals, but one in which love binds together its members in mutual generosity and care. Again, the problem is that law must transcend human loyalties or it falls into the all-too-human dangers of the human loves above: xenophobia, elitism, and the homicidal patriotism of suicide bombers.

Rather than trying to incorporate agape into law full-bore, however, my essay would ask whether there are ways in which law can accept the possibility of some unreasonable, but agape-like, risks, by recognizing its own limits and its own finitude. For example, can law foreswear capital punishment on the ground that law cannot know the future or anticipate the possibility of grace? Can lawyers allow clients space to be gracious rather than just? Can law create opportunities for reconciliation within legal process but beyond legal rules? Can law let go of some of its own “metaphysics of universalism” to acknowledge that its remedies, both civil and criminal, are only partial and present, not total and forever? In these ways, as my previous work suggests, I believe that grace can have a place in public law, not necessarily as the instantiation of God’s law on earth, but as law’s recognition of its own finitude and therefore the possibility of the “beyond the law.”

My prior work that lays the groundwork for this essay includes:

“Will You Kill for Me?” in To Kill a Mockingbird at 50: Race, Law, and Family in the American Imaginary, Austin Sarat and Martha Umphrey, eds. (2013).
The Justice of Mercy (Michigan, 2010).
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